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EAN13: 8057730948838

            

Eiva Snake with Swing shade, portable outdoor lamp, 5 m textile cable,
IP65 waterproof lampholder and plug
Finish: Black
Light bulb: With bulb

Description

Are you looking for a solution to illuminate your balcony? Or would you like an outdoor lamp for your garden?
Eiva Snake with Swing enamelled metal lampshade is the outdoor lamp that combines practicality and design: you can
finally light up your outdoor spaces with the guarantee of a Made in Italy product that is completely water resistant,
forgetting the worries of rain and storms.

Eiva Snake with Swing shade is an outdoor lamp that, thanks to its 5-metre cable, lends itself easily to various uses:
rolled around a tree branch or leaning against a pergola or on a terrace. Thanks to its shape, the Swing shade diffuses
the light harmoniously, leaving the Eiva lamp holder visible: the world's first IP65 wired lamp holder patented by
Creative Cables.

Eiva Snake with Swing Shade is ready to be installed: just plug it in and light up your outdoor tables!
The outdoor lamp can be purchased without bulb or already complete with a decorative Edison ST64 long-filament Led
bulb.
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WARNING: The EIVA lamp holder is designed for glass LED light bulbs only and has been tested as compatible with the
A60, ST64, G95 and G125 bulb shapes that guarantee rating of IP65 protection.
The compatibility range is being extended and is currently being tested.

Each Creative-Cables lamp is designed, and assembled in Italy and is tested and CE certified by independent
laboratories according to the strictest regulations in force: one more reason for choosing Creative-Cables quality.

Data Sheet

Eiva Snake with Swing shade, outdoor lamp:
5 m of 2x1.00 neoprene cable for outdoor use IP65 in the selected colour
1 EIVA E27 IP65 double ring lampholder
Material: black thermoplastic pre-filled with insulating gel
Degree of protection: IP65
Certifications: CE.
1 Schuko plug for Eiva system:
Quick-connect cable clamp MAX 3G2.5 H07RN-F
Rated current: 16A
Degree of protection: IP44
Poles: 2P+T

Made in Italy

Technical Specifications Swing Lampshade
Material: painted metal
Connection: E27
Width: 30 cm
Height: 6 cm Hole opening: 4 cm

Bulb [DL700119]: LED, ST64, 7,5W, 805 Lm, 2200K, E27, E, width 64 mm, height 145 mm, Dimmable.
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